IEEE Region 10
Student - Young Professionals - Women in Engineering - Life Member

Collaborative Innovation for Society Development

- Venue: Prime Plaza Hotel, Sanur - Bali, Indonesia
- Dates: August 30 – September 2, 2018
Sponsors

Gold
ORACLE Academy

Silver

Bronze
Sections Attended

1. Australian Capital Territory
2. Bangalore Section
3. Bangladesh Section
4. Beijing Section
5. Bombay Section
6. Changwon Section
7. Chengdu Section
8. Daejeon Section
9. Delhi Section
10. Fukuoka Section
11. Guangzhou Section
12. Gujarat Section
13. Gwangju Section
14. Harbin Section
15. Hyderabad Section
16. Hong Kong Section
17. Indonesia Section
18. Islamabad Section
19. Kansai Section
20. Karachi Section
21. Kharagphur Section
22. Kerala Section
23. Kolkata Section
24. Lahore Section
25. Macau Section
26. Madras Section
27. Malaysia Section
28. Nagoya Section
29. New South Wales Section
30. New Zealand Central Section
31. Pune Section
32. Republic of Philippines Section
33. Sapporo Section
34. Sendai Section
35. Seoul Section
36. Shanghai Section
37. Shikoku Section
38. Shin-etsu Section
39. Sri Lanka Section
40. South Australia Section
41. Tainan Section
42. Taipei Section
43. Thailand Section
44. Tokyo Section
45. Uttar Pradesh Section
46. Victorian Section
47. Vietnam Section
48. Western Australia Section
49. Wuhan Section
50. Bhutan Sub-Section
Attendee

The Congress was attended by the representatives from other Regions apart from delegates from 50 sections of Region 10.

The details are:

• 250+ delegates from 50 Sections in Region 10 (Asia Pacific)
• Region 1 (Northeastern US), represented by John Day, Director of Member Products and Programs
• Region 2 (Eastern US), attended by Jeff Eker, R2 Young Professionals Chair
• Region 3 (Southern US), attended by Subodha Charles as a representative of IEEE IAS
• Region 5 (Southwestern US), attended by James Jefferies, IEEE President
• Region 7 (Canada), attended by Dr. Maike Luiken, IEEE Region 7 Director
• Region 8 (Africa, Europe, Middle East), attended by Dr. Rafal Sliz (IEEE Young Professionals Global Chair); Flavia Dinca (IEEE Young Professionals Vice Chair); Shashank Gaur as a representative of IEEE COMSOC
Opening Ceremony
Awarding Night
Cultural Exhibition
Cultural Night
Student Activity Track
WIE Track
Life Member Track
Panel Discussion
Industry – Academia – Government - IEEE
Panel Discussion on Industry Revolution 4.0
Students and Young Professionals
Mini R10 EXCOM Meeting
Academia Track
Teacher in Service Program (TISP)
Humanitarian Workshop
Strategic Planning
Entrepreneurship Catalyst Workshop
Thank you for your support and participation
IEEE R10 SYWL Congress 2018